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the 1001bit tools are created for sketchup pro 7, but will work in sketchup pro 6 and sketchup classic, and in sketchup 7.1 on mac and windows operating systems. this tutorial will be using the latest stable sketchup version. download 1001bit_tools_pro_v2_1.0.msi from the link below, and unzip the downloaded file into the
following directory (default): c:\users\your username\appdata\roaming\sketchup\extensions. you should be able to find your sketchup folder within this. you also need to install the sketchup ‘files’ extension by going to the sketchup windows startup folder, finding the “sketchup_files” directory, and then click the “install” button.
the sketchup extension comes with a plug-in called “1001bit tools” that enables you to work with the 1001bit tools. to use this tool, first start sketchup, and then from the sketchup menu, select tools > sketchup extensions > 1001bit tools. the tool will open in the sketchup window. once you have the sketchup tool open, you
can install the 1001bit tools, and then open the 1001bit_tools_pro_v2_1.0.msi file from the files section of the sketchup extension. you will be asked to extract the files to the sketchup extensions folder, as well as install the sketchup ‘files’ extension as mentioned above. you will see two.xml files: 1001bit_tools_pro_1.xml and
1001bit_tools_pro_1.1.xml. choose whichever version you would like to use. this is the 1001bit pro v2 license for sketchup 8 and sketchup 2013 (and later versions). in addition, this license is for the 1001bit pro v2 software only, and does not include any accessories, templates or tutorials. please refer to 1001bit's crowd-funding
campaign to request a discount.
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